ABSTRACT: Nanowire-based plasmonic metamaterials exhibit many intriguing properties related to the hyperbolic dispersion, negative refraction, epsilon-near-zero behavior, strong Purcell effect, and nonlinearities. We have experimentally and numerically studied the electromagnetic modes of individual nanowires (meta-atoms) forming the metamaterial. High-resolution, scattering-type near-field optical microscopy has been used to visualize the intensity and phase of the modes. Numerical and analytical modeling of the mode structure is in agreement with the experimental observations and indicates the presence of the nonlocal response associated with cylindrical surface plasmons of nanowires.
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Metamaterials enable unprecedented control over light propagation and enhanced light–matter interactions at the nanoscale, opening new avenues for the applications beyond the scope covered by natural materials. One of the practical metamaterial designs is based on the constituent meta-atoms in the form of aligned metal wires placed in the embedding dielectric with both wire diameter and interwire separation much smaller than the wavelength of light at the operating frequency. Such wire metamaterials are of special interest due to their unusual anisotropic optical properties manifested in hyperbolic dispersion, optical nonlocality effects, and extreme field confinement important for numerous applications in imaging, active nanophotonics, and bio/chemo-sensing. Since the metamaterial structure is relatively simple, the barrier associated with the fabrication difficulties is greatly reduced compared to top-down fabricated metamaterials based on, e.g., split-ring resonators or fishnets and scaling down to optical operational frequencies is relatively easy. Therefore, these metamaterials enable operating frequencies spanning a very broad range from infrared to visible and, possibly, to the ultraviolet wavelength range.

For wire metamaterials operating at optical frequencies, namely, near-infrared and visible, constituent elements are usually plasmonic nanowires of relatively short length (also called nanorods) to achieve resonances in the desired wavelength range. The behavior of these optically dense arrays of nanowires embedded in dielectric matrices can be conceptually described using an effective medium approximation, introducing the anisotropic effective permittivity tensor of the metal–dielectric composite. In such metamaterials, the components of the permittivity tensor along and perpendicular to the nanowire axis may have opposite signs resulting in the hyperbolic isofrequency surfaces of the dispersion. The hyperbolic dispersion enables the broadband negative refraction and controllable spontaneous emission in the
nanowire metamaterials. Other applications, such as subwavelength color imaging,\textsuperscript{17} sensing,\textsuperscript{22} and designed ultrafast optical nonlinearity,\textsuperscript{21} are also of significant interest.

Although the optical properties of plasmonic nanorod and nanowire metamaterials have been extensively studied, the observations are generally limited to far-field measurements reflecting the effective medium behavior of the metamaterial. At the same time, microscopic phenomena related to the internal structure of the composite, accessible in the near-field region of the metamaterial where its structure is important, have been inferred only numerically via simulations of microscopic field distributions. The direct observation of the local field distribution down to the meta-atom scale in the nanowire metamaterial at optical frequency has not been characterized experimentally, inhibiting fundamental understanding of electromagnetic phenomena within the metamaterial, including Purcell and nonlocal effects, for which the internal metamaterial structure is of great importance.\textsuperscript{23}

The experimental demonstration of the optical signatures of individual nanowires within the array structure remains a major challenge due to the limited spatial resolution of optical microscopy. Recently, the development of scattering-type (also called apertureless) scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM)\textsuperscript{24–26} allows one to reveal the optical details at the deep subwavelength scales and has already provided insight into electromagnetic (EM) waves interaction with composite metamaterials.\textsuperscript{27–32} Complementary far-field and near-field optical studies are required to gain a rational understanding of the character of the underlying mechanisms of light interaction with metamaterials on the nanoscale, providing the opportunity for a controlled improvement of new metamaterial designs.

In this letter, we report on the first experimental observation of near-field behavior of nanowire metamaterials on the meta-atom scale at visible frequencies. The optical mode within the unit cell less than 100 nm is visualized utilizing s-SNOM. The results are consistent with numerical simulations confirming the near-field signature of individual meta-atoms in the nanowire metamaterials. We show that the near-field behavior of meta-atoms in metamaterial is similar to the behavior of an isolated nanorod, determined by the excitation of cylindrical surface plasmons, while the far-field response is dominated by coupling between the meta-atoms.

The nanowire metamaterial studied in this work (Figure 1) is made of vertically aligned silver nanowires (AgNWs) embedded in an anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) matrix (Figure 1a). The fabrication of the nanowire metamaterial has been described in detail elsewhere\textsuperscript{14} (also see Supporting Information). In brief, the nanowire metamaterial is fabricated by performing an electrochemical deposition of silver into the empty pores of the AAO templates. AAO templates are made with the arrays of highly ordered nanochannels, and a mechanical chemical polish process is carried out to ensure its flatness, which allows the geometries in the experiment to be compared to simulations. The diameter and length of the nanowires are of about 50 nm and 5 μm, respectively. They are arranged in an array with a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) lattice of about 100 nm period. The atomic force microscope (AFM) topography image (Figure 1b) shows the sample’s flatness with a root-mean-square roughness as small as 3.5 nm.

The effective permittivity of the metamaterial (Figure 1c) deduced using the Maxwell–Garnet effective medium approximation\textsuperscript{24} shows that the hyperbolic regime occurs for the wavelengths longer than around 530 nm. The measured scattering spectrum and the extinction spectrum calculated using the finite-element simulations (see Methods in Supporting Information for details) are shown in Figure 1d. The scattering spectrum has a dominant peak at the wavelength of about 415 nm, which is the transverse mode of the AgNWs, related to the resonant electron oscillations perpendicular to the nanowire axes.\textsuperscript{34} At this resonant peak, strong scattering and high absorption occur. We focus on the optical properties away from this resonance where the absorption is relatively low. The wavelengths of 532 and 633 nm, used in the near-field measurements, are away from high absorption and close to the epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) condition and in the hyperbolic dispersion range, respectively.

To map the near-field distribution over the nanowire metamaterials, an amplitude- and phase-resolved scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscope (s-SNOM) has been used (Figure S3, Supporting Information).\textsuperscript{44} An objective lens focuses a TM-polarized laser beam onto the AFM tip at an incident angle of 60°. A Pt–Ir-coated Si cantilever was used in the experiments since its plasmonic resonance is away from the
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laser wavelengths used in this study and relatively wavelength insensitive, therefore preventing the introduction of unwanted near-field electromagnetic interactions from the tip apex. A heterodyne interferometric setup has been employed to extract the amplitude and phase of the electromagnetic field near the metamaterial surface. In order to remove the background of the far-field scattered light, the optical signal modulated at the fourth harmonic of the tip vibration was monitored. The resolution of the s-SNOM setup was typically sub-10 nm and therefore adequate to detect the details of near-field information on the nanowire metamaterials with the metamaterial unit cell less than 100 nm.

The measured and calculated near-field intensity and phase distributions in the arrays of nanowires are shown in Figure 2a,b for the illumination with the TM polarized light at the wavelengths of 532 and 633 nm, respectively (see Figure S4, Supporting Information, for the images with saturated contrast). The periodic pattern of the near-field intensity
reflects the microscopic structure of the metamaterial. The close-up of the near-field distribution around individual meta-atoms forming the metamaterial reveals crescent-shaped distributions around the nanorods for both the intensity and the phase. The symmetry breaking is due to the oblique illumination of the metamaterial from the right at the 60° angle of incidence. The experimental near-field distributions are well reproduced by the map of the z-component of the field only (Figures 2 and S5, Supporting Information); it agrees with the fact that s-SNOM is more sensitive to the field component, which is perpendicular to the sample surface (i.e., $|E_z|$ in our configuration).34,35 For comparison, the simulation results of the field distribution on the top surface of the metamaterial at the incident angle of 0° is shown in Figure S5b, Supporting Information. The symmetry of the field distribution indicates that the field is built by electron oscillations perpendicular to the nanowire axes. The phase difference at the two ends of the field patterns is around 180°. These properties correspond to the excitation of cylindrical surface plasmons on the nanowires. These charge oscillations are also responsible for nonlocal effects in this system.36 Over a wide range of wavelengths, the field distributions exhibit similar behavior with the angle of incidence (Figure S5b,c, Supporting Information). It is important to note that the observed field distributions around the nanowires forming metamaterial are similar to those for individual nanowires with a crescent shape for oblique incidence but with different amplitudes in the lobes, indicative of the interaction between the meta-atoms in the metamaterial (Figure S6, Supporting Information). While the near-field behavior of meta-atoms in metamaterial is similar to the behavior of an isolated nanorod, the far-field response is dominated by coupling between the meta-atoms.

The optical properties of the nanowire metamaterials are presented in Figure 3. The absorption is significant over the broad visible spectral range, with the dominating transmission at longer wavelengths (Figure 3a) and reflection at short wavelengths (Figure 3b). The oscillations observed in the spectra are related to the Fabry–Pérot-type resonances due to the reflections of the cylindrical surface plasmons on the metamaterial interfaces. At short-wavelengths (below 450 nm), the absorption due to the transverse resonances of the metamaterial (electron oscillations perpendicular to wire axis) dominates, leading to short penetration depth of light in the metamaterial (Figure 3c). For longer than the ENZ wavelengths, corresponding to the hyperbolic dispersion regime, characteristic field oscillations of the cylindrical surface plasmon interference pattern are observed. The EM waves are mainly confined and propagates along the surface of the Ag NWs. It is interesting to note that, at around the ENZ wavelength (500–540 nm; the ENZ occurs at 537 or 507 nm for the metamaterial with square or hcp lattice, respectively), the intrinsic absorption coefficient of the metamaterial has a peculiarity with increased absorption despite that the local effective parameters behave monotonously. In optically thick materials, nonlocality gives rise to a longitudinal wave that fundamentally changes the optical properties of the system. The two main phenomena associated with the longitudinal wave are illustrated in Figure 3d–f. Coupling of the incident plane wave to the longitudinal wave results in the spectral dependencies of the reflection from and transmission through the metamaterial, which substantially deviate from the predictions of the local effective medium theory for short wavelengths (elliptical dispersion regime) (Figure S7, Supporting Information). Signatures of the interference between the two waves, including vanishing transmission and length-dependent absorption coefficient, are expected in the spectral range where the amplitudes of both waves are comparable to each other (Figure 3f). In both amplitude and especially phase distributions, peculiarities related to interference of two p-polarized waves supported by nonlocal nanowire material are observed around the wavelength of 530 nm (Figure 3d,e).

In order to confirm the negative refraction in the nanowire metamaterial in the hyperbolic regime and to understand the interplay between macroscopic and microscopic behavior, we
investigated the spatial distribution of the time-averaged energy flow through the metamaterial (Figure 4). Figure 4a,b show the simulated x- and z-components of time-averaged energy flow distributions (i.e., $S_x$ and $S_z$) for the nanowire metamaterial as a layer of effective medium and the AgNW/AAO composite, respectively. For similar metamaterials, the negative refraction has been experimentally demonstrated.13 Both effective medium and discrete composite model give the same far-field properties of the metamaterial. In the effective medium scenario (Figure 4a), the sign of $S_z$ flips at the air/metamaterial interface, which indicates an energy flow backward in the lateral direction. At the same time, the $S_x$ homogeneously flows away from the interface. While a similar behavior is observed in the discrete system of nanowires forming the metamaterial, there is a subtle difference between them. In the AgNW/AAO composite, both $S_x$ and $S_z$ show the characteristic near-field signatures of the nanowire geometry (Figure 4b). Further from the nanowire interface, $S_z$ is comparable to the one obtained in the effective medium layer in terms of the power flow distribution.

Figure 4c,d show the simulated angle-dependent amplitude of electric field (x-component as measured with s-SNOM) at the wavelength of 635 and 530 nm, corresponding to the hyperbolic dispersion and the ENZ regime, respectively, in the case of square lattice nanowire array. These distributions are practically independent of the type of the lattice, which is expected within validity of the effective medium approximation. At the wavelength of 635 nm, the field distributions at the top and bottom interfaces change with the incident angle, in agreement with the experimental observations. For the wavelength close to the ENZ conditions, a different behavior is observed at 30° angle of incidence, which is related to the nonlocal effects: $|E_x|$ distributed circularly at the bottom surface; at this wavelength—angle combination (Figure 3f), the contribution of the additional wave is significant.

In conclusion, we have experimentally studied the near-field and phase distributions in the composite NW metamaterials using s-SNOM, revealing the response of individual metamers, and numerically their behavior in different regimes of hyperbolic and ENZ dispersions. The near-field measurements reveal collective electronic oscillations (CSPs) of each nanowire, which determine the far-field optical response of the NW metamaterial and are responsible for the nonlocal behavior of the composite.
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